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What are synthetic (pvc) window and door frames ?  

Our company builds door and window frames using German origin synthetic profiles of Roplasto Systemtechnik GmbH produced from Polyvinyl Chloride (pvc), the third –most widely produced 

plastic, which is the final product of chemical processing ethylene. In its pure form is a white, odorless powder, used in all areas of construction due to its effectivity over traditional 

materials such as iron, wood, etc. 

This high quality material combined with cutting edge interior movement mechanisms and double glazed window panes results in forming an excellent solution for framing buildings with 

advantages including: 

 

- Durability  

High resistance to all weather conditions and UV rays                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Excellent fireproofing                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Sound protection and security as a result of combining high quality profiles, metal fittings and double glasses                                                                                                                                      

Reliable construction, metal fittings insure optimal corrosion protection 

- Economy             

Long life                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Minimal maintenance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Optimized heat insulation compared to any other material up to 1.0 W/m2K                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Recycled up to 100% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

- Flexibility                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Design variety, adaptable and comprehensive product range allows structural variations                                                                                                                                                                        

Ideal for renovation or new constructions, minimal installation time                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Covers the most demanding architectural concept with a selection of over 30 colour variations wood-decor or single colour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ROPLASTO 7001 AD 

  

              

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS PLASTIC (PVC) DOORS AND WINDOWS  TECON 

 

profile: ROPLASTO 7001 AD 5 Chambers 
hardware for pvc windows-doors: ROTO Germany, NT 

 

frame dimension: 71x68mm 

 

sash dimension: 85x68mm 

 

gasket dimension: 22x21mm 

 

trimming profile dimension: 40x6 mm  

 

glass: basic version 4-16-4 with  Ug=2,7 , energy glass 4-16-4ecotherm with Ug=1,3 

 

air permeability: class 4 

 

wind load: κατηγορία C2/B2 EN 12210 

 

watertightness: class Ε750 

 

thermal profile (Uw): 1,3  

 

 

 



ROTO LTD INTERIOR MECHANISMS HARDWARE 

 

Stainless steel mechanism with tile perimeter security lock. 

 

DK-Jack Konstant 

DK-Jack Variabel / mittig 

Ball / Department sheet 

upper corner 

Bottom corner of revocation 

Top corner for small heights 

scissors sheet 

Scissor Case  

Top hinge frame  

angle amplifier 

amplifier amplitude 

Amplifier  

Lower hinge leaf  

Corner bearing  

Safety recall Section sheet 

Burglar board handle 

Safety recall Section Case 

Facing recall 

normal mirrored 

mirrored safety 

Ball / Department Case 

Handle Hoppe secustic 

 

 

10 years guarantee 

  
 

 

 

 



Thermal and acoustic insulation results 

 

The insulation of the final frame is completed with the use of double glazing, which is the standard version is 4-16-4. 4 mm glass on both sides and 16 

mm gap. These 16 mm gap is the insulation in the final frame. The sound increases bringing the thickness of the glass. Eg. 5-14-5 or 3 +3-14-4 ... 

TECON proposes using higher energy windows for heat and less cooling-heating. In the basic version the crystals are 4-16-4 ecotherm with the following 

features: 

Light Transmission: 79%, Light Reflection: 12%, UV Transmission: 25%, Energy Reflection: 25%, Solar Factor: 60%, Ug-Value: 1.3, Argon 90% Ug-Value: 

1.1 

 

In the table below you can see the results of Uw in all the dimensions provided: 

 

  

 

 

 



Rolling shutters - technical specifications 

 

On semitrailers roll box is plastic. Dimensions 152ch203 frame height up to 1500 mm and 203ch203 for larger dimensions. 

In these boxes used plastic and aluminum flake white for aluminum cans and solely for color. All sheets are aluminum with 

polyurethane. 

  

Colors for polyurethane aluminum slat: white, nuss baum, golden oak, 

ral 1013, ral 1015, ral 5010, ral 6005, ral 6009, ral 7005, ral 7038, ral 

8014 

 

For any other color painted slat profile 9ch43 

 

   

 

The external shutters are aluminum box. Dimensions 145ch145 frame height up to 1450 mm and 170ch178 for larger 

dimensions. 

Used exterior shutters when the height is low and want to earn some points. Exclusively used aluminum sheets with 

polyurethane. 

 

Aluminum slat colors polourethanis: white, nuss baum, golden oak, ral 1013, ral 1015, ral 5010, 

ral 6005, ral 6009, ral 7005, ral 7038, ral 8014 

 

For any other color painted slat profile 9x43 

 

In the basic version simple mechanism used to move the rolling shutter. There is also a variety in each category providing flexibility in handling 

selection. 

     

  

 



Renolit  color                                                                                                                                                                                                             RAL color  

 

 

 

 

White, Nuss Baum and Golden Oak delivered in 3-4 weeks 

Other colors in 6 weeks 

Written guarantee 10 years 

 


